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Arrow
Bamboo
ArrowSun Australia is proud to present the Arrow ranges
of sensational bamboo flooring.
ArrowSun is an Australian family owned company with
a fresh, vibrant and innovative culture based around the
market - ie: what our customers want.
ArrowSun has conscientiously built a reputation for responsiveness both for customer service and market fashion trends
and will continue this proud tradition as we grow with support
from our customers.
Our Arrow bamboo ranges have been created to enhance
all interior decors with beautiful colours, supple textures
and prestigious finishes.
All Arrow products are designed for maximum durability,
appearance retention and ease of maintenance.
ArrowSun is an environmentally conscious company;
the use of sustainable, renewable materials along with energy
efficient processes is part of our focus to provide what our
customers want.
We at ArrowSun are very proud of what we have created.
We know you will be to.

Iron Grey

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm
Gloss Level:
20%
Range:
Classic

Why Arrow
Bamboo is No. 1
When it comes to choosing a floor for your home you can’t go past
Arrow Bamboo. An attractive alternative for anyone making that difficult
flooring choice.
Arrow Bamboo is synonymous with quality, and has grown over the past
few years to become today’s market leader in this specialty flooring product.
Our passion is to manufacture top quality products that meet all international
Quality Control Standards ISO 9001 & ISO 13001.
Arrow Strand Woven Bamboo flooring has attracted the attention of many
leading architects and interior designers; working closely with our factory
has allowed us to create our own range of designer colours.
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There are many bamboo products available in the market today ranging
in price and quality and close inspection of all bamboo products must
be made carefully.

Silver Ash

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm
Gloss Level:
20%
Range:
Classic

www.arrowsun.com.au

Lavender Grey

Ochre Sands

Gloss Level:
20%

Gloss Level:
65%

Range:
Classic

Range:
Classic

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Arrow Bamboo Profiles
Classic Range

Wideboard Range

The Arrow Bamboo classic range offers a generous 14mm
of solid strand woven bamboo. This board has amazing physical
and mechanical properties, its strength and hardness exceeds
our top hardwoods grown in Australia. Arrow Bamboo classic
range maintains an exceptionally hard wearing surface.

The wideboard range offers a more contemporary feel to your
indoor envirnoment. Due to its wider profile the wideboard
range demands a structurally sound engineered profile. Now
allowing for bamboo floors to be laid over a heated slab due
to its greater dimensional stability compared to solid bamboo.

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)

www.arrowsun.com.au

Fire Streak

Driftwood

Gloss Level:
65%

Gloss Level:
65%

Range:
Classic

Range:
Classic

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Classic Range

White Haven

Sandhurst

Lavender Grey

Ghost Gum

Silver Ash

Iron Grey

Whiskey

Licorice

Straw

Ochre Sands

Beechwood

Fire Streak

Merlot

Driftwood

Natures Trail

Stonewood

Tea Tree

www.arrowsun.com.au

Torquay

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)
Gloss Level:
20%
Range:
Wideboard

Wideboard Range

Latte

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)
Gloss Level:
55%
Range:
Wideboard
Torquay

Chardonnay

Latte

Eureka

Brown Wattle

Ebony

Rococco Sands

Shiraz

www.arrowsun.com.au

Ebony

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)
Gloss Level:
55%
Range:
Wideboard

Sandhurst

Stonewood

Gloss Level:
20%

Gloss Level:
20%

Range:
Classic

Range:
Classic

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Why Arrow Bamboo Uses
Cold Press Manufacture
Cold Vs Hot Press Manufacture
Cold Pressed bamboo is pressed at room temperature into long
steel moulds under pressure for 15 days then it is oven baked
up to 20 hours.
These large bamboo blocks are then machined into boards
ready for kiln drying and air drying.

Hot Pressed bamboo is produced in large sheets and is oven
baked for 1 hour then left under pressure for only 1 day.

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Key Benefits For Cold Press Manufacturing

The End Result
Cold Pressed bamboo has a longer
manufacturing process which does incur
more cost, but it does produce a product
that is far superior in both appearance
and stability.

No Cold Join: new cold press manufacturing technology produces a solid wide
board without a join “no cracking” will occur like other cold press products.
Uniformity: produces more even colour and a select grade surface appearance.
Density: is consistent throughout the floor and a harder surface due to the
15 days under pressure at room temperature process.
Stability: (moisture content) is far superior with minimal movement when
exposed to changing environmental conditions due to the longer baking time.

www.arrowsun.com.au

Arrow Bamboo
Accessories
Stair Nosing
Arrow Bamboo stair nosing allows you to continue
your floor scheme where there are stairs. Our stair
nosing is available in our entire colour range.
• Architecturally designed
• Available in all colours
• 110mm wide front profile
• Bull nose front profile

Underlay
Our Arrow underlay has a generous 3mm thickness
to ensure a soft and firm fixing to the original floor
surface. Perfect for concrete slab application.
• Excellent thermal properties
• Acoustic rating for apartment use
• Foil provides extra moisture barrier properties

Scotia
Finish the edge of your Arrow Bamboo floor with
our architecturally designed scotia. Our scotia
is available for our entire colour range.
• Architecturally designed
• Available in all colours
• 1830mm x 18mm x 18mm

Stair Nosing in White Haven

Arrow Bamboo
Strength
The Janka Hardness Scale measures the hardness of wood and is typically
referred to in comparing the hardness of wood flooring types.
The TNC Janka test assesses the amount of force required to push a steel ball
that is .444 inches in diameter halfway into the surface of a particular wood.

Tasmanian Oak
Jarrah
Brush Box
Spotted Gum
Iron Bark
Strand Woven Bamboo

16
14
11
09

Natures Trail

08

05

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm
Gloss Level:
20%
Range:
Classic

www.arrowsun.com.au

Arrow Bamboo
Locking System
ArrowSun understands that it is one thing to manufacture quality strand
woven bamboo flooring; however without the right locking system it is likely that
inherent problems will arise such as squeeky joints, board seperation and lifting.
The strength of the locking system is paramount when a bamboo floor
experiences environmental changes or moisture ingress. Ingress is unwanted
moisture which can result in expansion of the boards, putting excess pressure
on the locking system that inferior, cheaper locking systems can not handle.
Arrow Bamboo’s engineered Uni-Click locking system is the strongest
on the market.

Advantages
Pre-Tension Force avoids gaps, dust or dirt and moisture
cannot enter along the join.
Anti-Creaking avoids creaking noises when walking
on the floor.
Joint Strength is extremely high compared to other
locking systems.

Always check the packaging of your Arrow Bamboo
flooring - make sure you have been supplied with
genuine Arrow Bamboo - look for the Arrow Bamboo
logo and the holographic license sticker on every box this is your proof of quality.

Chardonnay

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)
Gloss Level:
55%

Range:
Wideboard

www.arrowsun.com.au

Rococco Sands

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)
Gloss Level:
20%
Range:
Wideboard

Arrow Bamboo
Sustainable by Nature
Arrow Strand Woven Bamboo has gained a reputation
as an ecologically sustainable product, while being totally
environmentally friendly. Bamboo is one of the fastest growing
plants on the planet and compared to hardwood it grows at an
amazing speed due to it being a grass and not a wood.

Bamboo has amazing physical and mechanical properties,
its strength and hardness exceeds our top hardwoods
grown in Australia. Not only is the mechanical strength
of bamboo amazing but bamboo is also resistant to insects
especially termites.

Merlot

Licorice

Gloss Level:
65%

Gloss Level:
65%

Range:
Classic

Range:
Classic

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Bamboo reaches full maturity between 5-6 years while
compared to a hardwood tree being 50 years plus. Due to
Bamboo being a grass it has the wonderful renewable ability
to regenerate itself after each time its harvested, which
is unlike hardwood forests that require re-planting.
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Arrow Bamboo
Unique
Characteristics

Tea Tree

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

01

Environmentally sustainable.

02

Stability is exceptional to moisture and heat.

03

Ideal for the DIY handy person - installation quick
and easy.

04

Easy to repair, can be disassembled and re-used.

05

Pre-finished semi-gloss finish, no coating required.

06

Unique grain and colours offer a wide range
of choices.

07

Ideal for concrete sub-floors using a moisture
barrier underlay.

08

Asthma friendly.

09

Tough and durable (15.8 Janka Rating).

10

Termite resistant.

Gloss Level:
20%
Range:
Classic

www.arrowsun.com.au

Shiraz

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)
Gloss Level:
55%
Range:
Wideboard

White Haven

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm
Gloss Level:
65%

Arrow Bamboo
Product Advantages
01

Our bamboo is harvested every
6 years which is not the case for
many other bamboo flooring
products.
As our bamboo is cut every 6
years we know that the density
is harder than many other suppliers and when kiln dried the
moisture is much easier to remove
making Arrow Bamboo a much
more stable product.
We can totally control the quality
of our raw material where most
factories have to buy from smaller
farmers.
Due to the size of our operation
we have to work closely with
government officials to make
sure only 20% of our plantation
is harvested each year as we have
responsibilities to the environment and wildlife authorities.

02

In our production process you can
see that our bamboo when glued
under pressure for 15 days
compared to hot pressed being
only 1 day, is a much slower
process which achieves a denser
and more stable product.
The extra 15 days gluing process
allows the glue to cure properly.
This will reduce any off-gassing,
which then allows our product
to meet international standards
of 0.02ppm (parts per million)
or even less.
To save money other factories
will not do the final 15 day air
drying process. The final process
is very important for a good
stable product.

Range:
Classic

03

Arrow Bamboo uses only the best
coating technology with German
KLUMPP lacquers. The first 2
coats are water based which is
required for penetration in this
very dense product allowing other
coats to bond strongly.
If staining is required, 70% of the
colour is added on the first two
coats to achieve maximum clarity
and evenness. A further 9 coats
of UV treated lacquer is then
applied for a total of 11 coats.
So why does Arrow Bamboo have
a better finish than other bamboo
products? Because of the multiple
coats and high solid content in the
KLUMPP product. Arrow Bamboo
must achieve 200 grams per sqm,
where most factories use only
100-140 grams per sqm, this is
a significant difference.

Production Process

Harvest

Cut Strand

Glue 15 Days
Under Pressure

Kiln Dry

Air Dry
20 Days

Machining

Kiln

Air Dry
15 Days

So when comparing Arrow Bamboo finished product you will
notice the difference.

www.arrowsun.com.au

Eureka

Straw

Gloss Level:
20%

Gloss Level:
65%

Range:
Wideboard

Range:
Classic

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Maintaining
your floor
01

Value Added to your Surface
with KLUMPP Coating
Technology

Sweep and vacuum as often as possible
to remove any loose dirt or grit.

05

02

Use protective mats at all exterior entrances.

06

03

Use felt protectors under all furniture
and quality chair mats under chairs with
castor wheels.

04

Never slide or roll furniture or appliances
across the floor.

High heeled or spiked shoes will cause
damage to your floor.
Avoid using excessive amounts of water
and always use a well rung-out mop.
If spills occur, remove as quickly as possible.
(never use steam mops)

07

Never use soap, wax, oil or other household
products to clean your floor, use only
reputable floor cleaners.

08

Keep animal nails trimmed.

Sweat and saliva resistance according to DIN 53160-1/2
No cancer producing compounds VOC emissions
(Volatile Organic Compounds)
REACH* approved raw materials
ECO approved coating systems
*REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and restriction
of Chemical substances).

KLUMPP Coatings are environmentally
friendly and non-hazardous.

www.arrowsun.com.au

Unique
Characteristics
Good to
the planet

Health
Conscious

Renewable,
Recyclable,
Repairable,
DIY

Inherent
Uni-Click
Good
to
Health
Staibility
Locking
the
planet & Conscious
Reassurance
System

Renewable,
Recyclable,
Repairable,
DIY

Inherent
Staibility &
Reassurance

Uni-Click
Locking
System

Luxry,Good
Long-Life
SimplyRecyclable,
Good to
Health Flexible
Renewable,
Inherent
Uni-Click
Luxry,
Incredible
Long-Life Performance:
Simply
toIncredible
HealthFlexible
Renewable,
Inherent
Uni-Click
Luxury,
Pedigree
and
Renewable,
Life-long
Good
to theConscious
planet
Installation
Pedigreethe
and
Appearance
Performance
Beautiful
the planet
Recyclable,
Staibility
& Conscious
Locking
Installation
Pedigree
and
Appearance
Performance
Beautiful
planet
Recyclable,
Staibility
&
Locking
All Arrow Bamboo materials
are
Prestige
at
your
feet
Repairable,
DIY
Tough
and
Durable
for life
Options
PrestigeReassurance
at
Retention
Repairable,
System
OptionsRepairable,
PrestigeReassurance
at
RetentionSystem
your feet
your
feet boards are damDIY
sourced from sustainable, renew- DIY Arrow
Bamboo unique semi-gloss
If for
some
reason
There is a reason that we give
able plantations. It is processed
finish using KLUMPP Coating techaged, those boards can be removed
Arrow Bamboo products a 20 year
using environmentally friendly,
nology gives your floor a depth and
(unlocked) and renewed with new
residential wear warranty and a lifeenergy efficient and safe producclarity of colour that is unsurpassed
boards without disturbing the entire
time structural warranty; we know
tion methods. All bamboo waste
with a gloss that is both a ‘wow’
installation. This unique feature
that it will perform to our exacting
Luxry,due to Incredible
Long-Life
Simply
Flexible
Incredible
Long-Life
isFlexible
recycled. Additionally,
factor and
practical for theLuxry,
rigours
also
means that your
floor can be Simplyrequirements - and to yours!
Installation Pedigree and Appearance Installation
Performance Pedigree
Beautiful
and Appearance Performance
Beautiful
the
high rate of harvesting
of daily use.
KLUMPP Coating
is at
un-installed
The combination of high board
Options
Prestige atand reRetention
Options
Prestige
Retention and used elsewhere
growth, our Arrow
Bamboo
your
feet extracts
if
you
so
choose;
adding
recyclabildensity and the advanced KLUMPP
your feet
also environmentally friendly.
Good to
Health
Renewable,
a high amount of carbon from the
ity to the impressive environmental
Coating
system will
give you years
the planet
Conscious
Recyclable,
Repairable,
environment, combining to give a
record of Arrow Bamboo. Additionof enjoyment.
DIY
very low carbon footprint. All Arrow
ally the DIY handyperson can install
Bamboo products are made with a
Arrow Bamboo flooring if they
clear conscience- no illegal labour
so desire.
Health Inherent
Renewable,
Inherent Stability
Uni-Click
althGood toRenewable,
Uni-Click
Inherent
or
child
labour
is
used
or
supported
the planet
Conscious
Recyclable,
Staibility &
Locking
cious
Recyclable,
Staibility
&
Locking
and Reassurance;
in any way.
Repairable,
Reassurance
System
Repairable,
Reassurance
System
Flexible
Luxry,
Incredible
DIY
DIY
Flexible
installation
Cold Pressed for life
Installation
Pedigree and Appearance
Our advanced Cold-Press manuOptions
Prestige at
Retention
options
your feet
facture process ensures maximum
Install
over
fibre-board,
timber,
Good to
Health
Renewable,
Inherent
Uni-Click
Convenience
and ComproductRecyclable,
stability- all natural
fibre &
chipboard or concrete using a moisthe planet
Conscious
Staibility
Locking
fort:
Pre-finished,
UniRepairable,
Reassurance
System
flooring products want to move in
ture barrier underlay. All of these
Luxry, Long-Life
IncredibleSimplyresponse
Long-LifetoDIY
Simply condixry,FlexibleYour
Incredible
Click Locking System
environmental
floor
will
look
great
sub-floors are perfectly suitable.
Installation
Pedigree
and
Appearance
Performance
Beautiful
ee and Appearance Performance
Beautiful
Our
Patented
and
Licensed
locking
tions
to
reach
an
‘equilibrium’.
Options
Prestige
at
Retention
for
much
longer:
Increditige at
Retention
your feet
system makes for a fast installation
feet
ble Appearance
Retention The length of time that our cold
time whilst minimising mess and
press process requires ensures
Using our unique Cold Press
Health
Renewable,
Inherent
Uni-Click
dust. It is a glueless system and
a
floor
board
with
the
maximum
production
method
results
in
Conscious
Recyclable,
Staibility
&
LockingIncredible
Flexible
Luxry,
Long-Life
Simply
the
unique profile means that once
amount
of
stability
already
built
in.
Reassurance
System
superiorRepairable,
density
of the floor
Installation
Pedigree and
Appearance Performance
Beautiful
locked into place, it stays locked.
Options
Retention
boards and DIY
maximum
stability Prestige at
Good
Health Conscious;
Renewable,
Inherent
your feet
Health
Our unique locking system
alsoto
under different environmental
the planet
Conscious
Recyclable,
Staibility &
resists gaps, dust and moisture
Low VOC and
termite Reassurance
Repairable,
conditions. The Janka hardness
DIY
along
the
join.
The
unique
locking
resistant
rating of 15.8 is proof of this.
system is anti-creak; other instalAll Arrow Bamboo has very low
A dense floor board means a
Luxry,strong floorboard.
IncredibleAdditionally,
Long-Life
Simply Beautiful:
lation systems can and do creak
VOC emissions due to the long
Simply
Pedigree and Appearance Performance
Beautiful
over time. All Arrow Bamboo is preprocessing and curing time of our
coating system is
Chic Designer Style
Prestigethe
at KLUMPP
Retention
finished for maximum convenience.
unique Cold Press manufacturing
your feet
the most durable coating system
Our designers have worked with
Luxry, All Arrow
Incredible
Long-Life
As soon as the installer isFlexible
complettechnique.
Bamboo prodavailable.
architects and colour consultants
Installation Pedigree and Appearance Performance
ed, the floor is ready for use
ucts are naturally
termite resistant.
Options
Prestige
at
Retention
to choose colours and textures that
no messy sanding or drying times.
your feet
are not only in fashion right now,
but will stand the test of time.
You will love you floor in the future
as much as you love it from the day
of installation. The unique KLUMPP
Coating system enhances our
colours with clarity and depth.

Inherent
Staibility &
Reassurance

Uni-Click
Locking
System

Long-Life
Performance

Simply
Beautiful

Uni-Click
Locking
System

Simply
Beautiful

Ghost Gum

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm
Gloss Level:
20%
Range:
Classic
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Brown Wattle

Beechwood

Whiskey

Gloss Level:
20%

Gloss Level:
65%

Gloss Level:
20%

Range:
Wideboard

Range:
Classic

Range:
Classic

Dimensions:
1850mm x 190mm x 15mm (4mm top layer)

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Dimensions:
1850mm x 125mm x 14mm

Warranties
Warranty Conditions:

Warranty:

• Installation - is installed in strict
accordance with current written
installation instructions

The manufacturer warrants its product
from structural defects, de-lamination,
cracking, warping, twisting or any other
forms of structural deformation at the
time of supply.

• Wet Areas - is not suitable for
installation in bathrooms, saunas,
laundries or any otherarea in
which high levels of steam and
moisture are present.
• Maintenance - Care guidelines
must be adhered to.
• Non-Assignment - the warranty
is limited to the original purchaser
and may notbe assigned
or transferred.

Installation instructions must be adhered
to so that this warranty applies. Please
ask your retailer for these guidelines.
Exposure to excessive moisture caused
in any way whatsoever such as flooding,
spills, leaks, excessive wet mopping,
steam mops, sub-floor moisture or
heating may cause distortion within the
board and will not be covered by this
warranty.
Care should be taken to maintain even
indoor humidity and temperature with
good ventilation. Excessive heat dryness
or exposure to direct sunlight will cause
damage to the goods and is considered
negligence and is not covered by this
warranty.

Lifetime Structural
Warranty:

20 Year Limited Surface
Warranty:

The manufacturer warrants its product
from structural defects, de-lamination,
cracking, warping, twisting or any other
forms of structural deformation at the
time of supply.

From the date of purchase, the manufacturer warrants to the original purchaser
only,that under normal domestic conditions of use the surface will not wear
through, during this period warranted.

Installation instructions must be adhered
to so that this warranty applies. Please
ask your retailer for these guidelines.

With proper maintenance, the goods will
perform under normal household conditions. Scratches, dents, reduction of gloss
(appearance reduction), damage caused
by negligence, urine, animals or high
heeled shoes. These are not considered
a defect and therefore not covered by
this warranty.

Exposure to excessive moisture caused
in any way whatsoever such as flooding,
spills, leaks, excessive wet mopping,
steam mops, subfloor moisture or
heating may cause distortion within the
board and will not be covered by this
warranty.
Care should be taken to maintain even
indoor humidity and temperature with
good ventilation. Excessive heat dryness
or exposure to direct sunlight will cause
damage to the goods and is considered
negligence and is not covered by this
warranty.

All furniture requires felt to be adhered
to the underneath to protect the surface
of your floor, from time to time this will
need to be maintained and checked
for wear.
A written notice must be received by the
supplier within 30 days of discovery of
any defect to be found, along with proof
of purchase (date) the identity of wholesaler or retailer and the location
of installation.

The supplier will acknowledge within
30 days the receipt of written notice and
must be given the opportunity to inspect
the floor prior to any repair or replacement is to take place.

Warranty Exclusions:
ArrowSun Aust P/L for the purpose of
this warranty will be referred to as ‘the
supplier’ Breach of Warranty Conditions
- any breach of warranty conditions will
void the warranty.
Colour Variation - bamboo is a natural
product and colour variation will occur
between samples and what the supplier
has delivered and installed. Samples
displayed or provided are indicative only
and within normal industry standards,
and no warranty is given that such
samples will match the floor installed.
Other variations will naturally occur
such as small knots and grain variation.
These variations normally present in
bamboo are not considered defects and
will not form the basis of any claim under
warranty.

Bamboo may also experience some
surface checking (hairline cracks) this
too is part of all natural products and
not covered by warranty.
Sub-Floor Heating - the supplier recommends that solid bamboo flooring should
not be installed over heated sub-floors.
No warranty shall be given in relation
to such installations.

Insect Infestation - the supplier warrants
that it sells bamboo flooring free of
insect infestation, this warranty does
not cover any insect infestation occurring
after the product has been sold.

Extreme Conditions - as bamboo is a
natural product, the humidity level in the
home must be in the 40% - 65% range
throughout the year, using dehumidifiers
or humidifiers as appropriate.
Misuse - the warranty does not extend
to damage caused by moisture penetration through the sub-floor, other
flooding, leaking, plumbing, overflowing,
hydrostatic pressure or any other
water damage.
Alterations - where floor or sub-flooring
has been altered, repaired, resurfaced
or replaced no warranty will apply except
to the extent implied by law.
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